
Upward Bound Summer 2010 
Lab 1. Blood typing 

 
 
Your blood contains between 40-50% erythrocytes (red blood cells). The percentage of 
erythrocytes in your blood at any given time is called your hematocrit. Erythrocytes lack 
a nucleus making them similar to prokaryotic cells, though they are completely a product 
of you. Their function is to transport oxygen bound to the protein hemoglobin to all the 
cells in your body. 
 
The term blood type does not distinguish any differences between the quality of the 
actual erythrocytes themselves, but rather a molecule projecting from the surface of the 
erythrocyte called antigen. Antigen molecules can stimulate your body to destroy foreign 
invaders such as viruses using your immune system. The way your body destroys viruses 
is to signal the part of the immune system called antibodies. If an antibody encounters an 
antigen it recognizes, such as a viral antigen, the antibody will attack and destroy the 
virus. If an antibody does not recognize an antigen, such as those on your red blood cells, 
it will do nothing.  
 

• There are four blood types: A, B, AB and O, but only two antigens and antibodies 
(A and B). People with group A blood have the A antigen present on the surface 
of their red blood cells. Since the antibody for antigen A (anti-A) would attack red 
those cells, group A people produce antibodies to group B blood (anti-B). The 
opposite is true for people with group B blood. 

 
• People with group AB blood possess both antigens A and B on their cells but 

produce neither antibodies A or B. 
 

• People with group O blood lack both antigens A and B, but produce both 
antibodies for A and B. 

 
• Another group is the Rh factor. You are either positive or negative for the Rh 

factor, which means you either possess Rh antigens (Immunoglobulin G) or you 
don’t.  

 
Today we will be determining our blood type by taking a few drops of our own blood and 
placing them on a special slide. To determine our blood type, we will take a drop of 
antisera (solutions containing antibodies A and B) and mix it in one of the drops. A 
positive result for blood group is expressed by the clumping of the red blood cells. This is 
called agglutination and is usually easily distinguishable visually. 
 
Lab Procedure 

1. Obtain from Greg a Disposo-Type blood typing slide, three to five toothpicks, an 
alcohol prep pad, a lancet and a band-aid. You will need to maneuver to the bench 
where the antisera are to perform the rest of the procedure. 

2. Using the alcohol prep pad, disinfect the distal end of your index finger.  



3. Remove the cap of the lancet and gently press the orange button end of the lancet 
against the spot you cleaned. It is best if you do not use the pad of your finger, but 
rather more towards the side. Once you have used the lancet place it 
immediately into the red SHARPS container on the bench. The lancets are 
sterile when you get them and they can only be used once, but remember: the gun 
is always loaded! 

4. You may need to squeeze a little blood from the lance site because they do not 
penetrate very deeply.  

5. Into each of the three wells of the Disposo-Type slide, place 1-2 drops of blood. 
6. Place your band-aid over the lance site. 
7. Add one drop of the anti-A antibody to the well marked A. Add one drop of the  
anti-B antibody to the well marked B and add one drop of the anti-Rho in the the 
well marked Rh. 

8. Using a single toothpick for each (don’t mix the antisera!), gently stir the contents 
of each well together and observe for what appears to be clumps of blood 
(agglutination). 

9. After determining which wells have agglutinated (could be none to all) determine 
your blood type. 

10. Clean up your work area. Dispose of your Disposo-Type slide in the biohazard 
waste only. Do not put your slide in the trashcan! 

 
Take a minute now to consider how hard it is for you to determine your parent’s blood 
types from your own. Taking a look at the matrix below, you can see that there are many 
combinations of parental blood types that might produce the same offspring type. For 
instance, if you are in blood group A, there are 12 different possible combinations of 
blood groups your parents could be! 
 
 

A B AB O
A A, O A, B, AB, O A, B, AB A, O
B A, B, AB, O B, O A, B, AB B, O
AB A, B, AB A, B, AB A, B, AB A, B
O A, O B, O A, B O

Mothers 
blood 
type

Father's blood type

 
Take a minute to consider why two type A parents might produce either a type A or O 
offspring. Also consider why and type A and type O parent will also produce either a 
type A or O offspring. Come to lab prepared to explore your ideas on why this is so. 
 
Now that you know your blood type, determine which – or if any – antibodies you 
possess. 
 
Your blood type ____________ 
 
Your blood antibodies _____________ 
 


